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VIEW - 05 - EAST INTO NEW LANDSCAPED RESIDENTIAL SQUARE
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 4VIEW - 06 - DETAIL OF RESIDENTIAL SQUARE FACADES  4.6
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VIEW - 07 - LONG VIEW FROM SOUTH
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 4VIEW  - 08 - PAST SCHOOL PARKING TOWARDS EAST ARM OF THE SITE  4.6
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VIEW - 09 - AFFORDABLE RESIDENTIAL BLOCK
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 4VIEW  - 10 - COURTYARD VIEW  4.5 4.6
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VIEW - 11 - WOODLAND WALK
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 55LANDSCAPE

LANDSCAPE CONCEPT  

The principle aims behind the landscape design have been to provide a high quality 
sustainable development that will complement and integrate with its surroundings, 
to create external spaces that contribute to the setting and uses of the proposed 
buildings, and to provide a great place to live. 

The element ‘native woodland’ is chosen and celebrated through introducing an 
attractive and comprehensive green network, which consists of native species and 
varying landforms, within and throughout the site that links to the wider urban and 
natural context.  
The design strives to emulate ‘native woodland’ and the experience that sets within it, 
but has been redefi ned with a community focus and an urban twist, so as to enable 
the inhabitants to understand and associate themselves to react with the designed 
landscape. 
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LANDSCAPE STRATEGY  

The landscape strategy is built around three core values, and they are:

Green infrastructure 
In supporting local biodiversity, sustainable drainage, reducing pollution and air 
cooling. 

Connectivity
To enhance the connections by creating a permeable, well connected landscape, 
connect to existing network and new station.

Home- & Place-making
To provide an inspiring and high quality landscape for people to live, work, visit and 
play

LANDSCAPE MASTERPLAN
 
The landscape masterplan has developed as a framework with fi ve specifi c character 
areas to create a hierarchy of diff erent spaces where each space establishes a 
relationship to adjacent buildings and their edges within the Development. And they 
are:

Boulevard 
Tree lined street fronting onto the new retail quarter, providing a visual and physical 
connection to the new station.
Predominantly hard, civic space, a social place to meet and relax.

Gateway
The steps are broken down and organized in terraces (usable spaces) that ascend 
from street level to podium garden level. 
Fluid transition from hard to soft which includes tree planting.
Broad seating steps fronting onto street level for informal gathering and alfresco 
dining.

Woodland Walk
Linear space enhanced by tree and understorey planting to create a rhythm and 
scale.
Pedestrians/cyclists prioritised shared surface that connects to the green link

Community Woodland Gardens
Native woodland with native trees and species rich lawn in mounds that 
incorporate play.
Trees and fi eld layer are arranged to give a pleasant and leafy woodland feel 
without compromising security.   
Semi-private space for informal recreation and relaxation.

Green Buff er
Green edge to the eastern and southern boundaries 
Create potential habitats with tree and understorey planting

Refer to the Landscape Design Statement for details on elements e.g. play 
provision, details on hard and soft landscape, water management strategy in 
landscape, etc. 
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INTRODUCTION

The site is landlocked to the North, South and mostly to the East. We have, 
however provided routes through to the South Eastern corner creating public 
permeablility through the site. 

It is anticipated that the new station and the many residential developments in the 
wider master plan will generate increased foot traffi  c in the area, and providing an 
open site with areas to stop and meet was one of the pr

The levels across the site change substantially. From the western edge on Ascot 
Road at 53.250m AOD upto the South Western point on the road between the 
site and the Ascot Road community free school at 57.000m AOD. This is an 
almost 4m diff erence.

While this presented a design challenge it also created an opportunity to provide 
infi ll commercial elements to Ascot Road on the eastern elevation, whilst behind 
this utilising the space for car parking and CHP/Plant for the residential units.

Furthermore it provided a entrance deck level that could be landscaped and 
provide amenity for all who live there.
 
For detailed information please refer to the Transport Statement and Travel Plan 
accompanying the planning submission by Markides Associates. All of ESA’s 
architectural design work has been done in accordance with the initial fi ndings 
and recommendations of this chapter where possible. 

SECURITY AND SECURED BY DESIGN

ESA and Capita Landscape met with one of Hertfordshire’s Secured by Deisgn 
offi  cers and ran through the scheme in full. The outcome of this discussion has 
been incorporated into the design of the scheme, some of which is detailed in 
this design and access statement.

ACCESS - INTRODUCTION / SITE CONSTRAINTS

COURTYARD VIEW FROM FEATURE STEPS

COURTYARD VIEW FROM BETWEEN BLOCKS A AND D

6.1

RELEVANT POLICY 

In line with local/regional policy, the scheme has been developed with close 
consideration of the accessibility strategy to provide sustainable access for both 
the able bodied and those with disabilities. The vehicular, waste management 
and servicing strategies have also been carefully considered. The specifi c policies 
referenced and met as design criteria are outlined as follows :

Local Plan Part 1 (Jan 2013)
Policy T3 Improving Accessibility notes that:

“All development proposals will be required to provide access for people with 
disabilities and to be accessible by all forms of sustainable transport.
The following modal hierarchy will be applied:
i.       Walking
ii.     Cycling
iii.    Public transport
iv.    Cars and other road based vehicles
All development proposals should be accompanied by a Design and Access 
statement which demonstrates that they are fully accessible.
All development proposals will be expected to promote smarter travel choices 
and should be accompanied by a Green Travel Plan.”

Watford District Plan 2000 (Saved policies)
Policy T21 Access and Servicing stipulates that:

“All development proposals including redevelopments, changes of use or 
extensions to existing developments should include adequate provision for 
access/egress and servicing arrangements to meet the necessary safety and 
capacity requirements. The Council will also seek to ensure that the needs for 
access and service arrangements are taken into account fully in the design of all 
public and private highway improvement schemes.
The Council will normally require redevelopment schemes within the Town Centre 

BS8300 and BUILDING REGULATIONS

The scheme design has been developed with a full team of consultants, including 
Approved Building Inspector and Fire Consultant. As such BS 8300 – Design 
of Buildings and their approaches to meet the needs of disabled. Code of 
Practice and Building Regulations requirements have been fully considered and 
incorporated in the scheme.

Emerging Local Plan Part 2
Emerging Policy T9 Access and Servicing stipulates that:

“All development proposals including redevelopments, changes of use or 
extensions to existing developments should include adequate provision for 
access/egress and servicing arrangements for emergency and servicing vehicles 
to meet the necessary safety and capacity requirements. The council will also 
seek to ensure that the needs for access and service arrangements are taken 
into account fully in the design of all public and private highway improvement 
schemes.”

ACCESS / SERVICING

In accordance with Development Plan policies the proposal includes adequate 
provision for access/egress and servicing arrangements to meet the necessary 
safety and capacity requirements. 

Pedestrian access into the site will be from the Ascot Road Old frontage, 
connecting with the existing footway provision, with a series of pedestrian links 
across the layout that provides access to each building core. Vehicular access 
is provided in the site’s south west corner, which will provide access to the 
undercroft parking area, operating as a left-in / left-out.

The development proposals include a delivery and servicing strategy that requires 
the introduction of dedicated loading bays along the Ascot Road Old site frontage, 
with emergency and occasional service vehicle access
accommodated on-site via the inclusion of shared surfaces across the layout. 
There will be a pull-in space off  Ascot road for refuse vehicles next to the collection 
day hold area. 

Please refer to the Transport Statement by Markides Associates (dated December 
2016) for further information
(please refer to the ES Volume III Technical Appendix 8.1).


